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Abstract: Ongoing investigations of the permafrost and well as its seasonal and annual variability. Data have
ground water conditions in the north-central area of been obtained from ground-penetrating radar surveys,
the Fort Wainwright, Alaska, cantonment, north of the borehole logs, and ground water instruments. They have
Chena River, show the hydrogeology of the site to be then been combined with interpretations of aerial photo-
extremely complex. Permafrost, being impermeable graphs and ground observations to delineate the per-
and discontinuous, controls the distribution and dimen- mafrost and aquifer distribution. They have also been
sions of ground water aquifers to a great degree. Aqui- used to develop conceptual hydrogeological models of
fers are above, below, and adjacent to permafrost, and the area. This information is necessary to remediate
in some locations are within unfrozen zones sur- ground water contamination, while furthering the basic
rounded by it. This complexity makes it difficult to pre- understanding of aquifer distribution and ground water
dict the direction and velocity of ground water flow, as flow in discontinuous permafrost terrain.

Cover: Two examples of ground-penetrating radar profiles of permafrost and ground water on Fort Wainwright,
Alaska.
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Jodie D. Strasser, Physical Scientist, Geological Sciences Division, Dr. Jeffrey C.
Strasser, former Physical Scientist, Geological Sciences Division, Christopher Wil-
liams, Electronics Engineer, and Tommie J. Hall, Electronics Technician, Engineer-
ing Resources Branch, of the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory.

The investigations described in this report were conducted as part of the OU4
remedial investigations through the U.S. Army Engineer District, Alaska, for the
Environmental Resources Department, Public Works Directorate, U.S.Army Alaska,
under two projects: Geological and Geophysical Analyses of Permafrost and Ground
Water Conditions, Fort Wainwright, Alaska, and Site-specific, In Situ Ground Water Flow
Analyses at Fort Wainwright, Alaska. The authors thank Cristal Fosbrook, Chief,
Environmental Restoration Branch, and Douglas Johnson, Chief, Environmental
Resources Department, USARAK, Fort Richardson, Alaska, for their continued
support, encouragement, and assistance in many aspects of the work on Fort
Wainwright.

The authors also thank the personnel in the Alaska District's Geotechnical
Branch for obtaining and evaluating subsurface data by drilling the ground-truth
boreholes essential for interpreting and applying the ground-penetrating radar
transect data. In particular, they thank Jerome Raychel, Chief, Soils and Geology,
Delwyn Thomas, Chief, Geotechnical Branch, and the many members of the
District's field crews responsible for logging and sampling each borehole, includ-
ing Daniel Ackerman, James Sauceda, Chuck Wilson, Joni Sue Minor, and Jeff
Harmon. The Alaska District's drill crew, and the contracted drill crew for Ambler,
Inc., including driller Daniel Finnegan, are to be commended for drilling and
obtaining borehole information even under the most trying of field conditions and
weather. Thanks to Lawrence Gatto and Dr. Lewis Hunter for critically reviewing
this report, and Cora Farnsworth for preparing the manuscript.

The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising or promotional
purposes. Citation of brand names does not constitute an official endorsement or
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Geological and Geophysical Investigations of the

Hydrogeology of Fort Wainwright, Alaska

Part II: North-Central Cantonment Area

DANIEL E. LAWSON, STEVEN A. ARCONE,
ALLAN J. DELANEY, JODIE D. STRASSER, JEFFREY C. STRASSER,

CHRISTOPHER R. WILLIAMS, AND TOMMIE J. HALL

INTRODUCTION were actually contaminated, defining the extent
and nature of the contamination, identifying

The surface and ground water hydrology of sources, defining transport paths, and evaluat-
Fort Wainwright, Alaska, is extremely complex ing the potential for off-site migration.
because discontinuous permafrost (perennially In this report, we summarize ongoing hydro-
frozen ground) is present. Ground water aqui- geological investigations of ground water and
fers can occur in unfrozen sediments above, permafrost conditions in thdnorth-central area of
below, or adjacent to permafrost, and in thawed the cantonment of Fort Wainwright (Fig. 1). Our
zones within it (e.g., Hopkins et al.
1955). The permafrost, acting as a ,

low permeability boundary that con-
strains ground watei movement arnd
the locations of aquifer recharge or
discharge (e.g., William 1970), may Birch Hill

be present because of a number of Tank',,

factors, mo~t notably human and Fa rm ..
natural disturbances to the terrain - .

and vegetation. Identifying unfrozen"
aquifers in permafrost 'ferrain is, ,,Finngan's
therefore, extremely difficult. Stan- Pond

dard techniques such as drilling or Landfill

terrain analysis cannot readily locate Are

frozen or unfrozen zones, except in
the; most obvious instances, __-

The fate of contaminants irans-
ported 'in, ground water depends
upon the distribution of discontin-
uous permafrost. These complex
hydrogeological conditions haye
made it difficult for previous inves-
tigators to evaluate ground water
contamination at Fort Wainwright.
Contamination problems have in-
cluded determining whether sites Figure 1. North-central cantonment area, showing the landfill site.
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Figure 2. Idealized sketch illustrating the configuria ature s ureufor dis-
continuous permafrost and ground water aquifers associated with itm (top) summer
conditions, and (bottom) winter conditions.

studies, part of the effort to remediate contami- Ferrians and Hobson 1973, Williams and Van
nant problems on the base, augments the results Everdingen 1973, Abele et al. 1984, Lawson 1986).
of Lawson et al. (1996). In addition, an active land- Permafrost exists at various depths through-
fill (Ecology and Environment 1994) is one site in out the Fairbanks region, ranging from less than
the north-central cantonment requiring hydro- 0.5 to over 20 l to its upper surface. The base of
geological data for remediations the permafrost commonly ranges from as little as

10 to over 50 ig below the ground surface (e.g.,

2).ERAL TheKGROUND dFerrians 1965, Williams 1970). Permafrost thins
rapidly to a few meters adjacent to thawed areas.

Peomafrost Thawed areas generally are deepest beneath geo-
The three-dimensional configuration and logical features such as swales and former stream

extent of discontinuous permafrost controls channels, or beneath man-made disturbances such

ground water flow to a large degree (Hopkins et as roads, buried pipelines, buildings, excavations,
al. 1955, Williams 1970). Changes from frozen to and areas cleared of vegetation (Lawson et all. 1994,
unfrozen conditions may be abrupt and without 1996).

surface expression. The top and bottom surfaces, The landfill (Fig. 3) was built on discontinuous
as well as lateral boundaries, of permanently permafrost in about 1950 and it probably has dis-

frozen subsurface materials have highly irregular turbed the surface sufficiently for a thick thaw
relief. Combined with the impermeability of bulb to develop beneath it (Ecology and Environ-
permafrost, these characteristics can significantly ment 1994). Sediments and bedrock on southerly
affect ground water movement in the region (Fig. exposed slopes such as Birch Hill (Fig. 1) are
2). The distribution of frozen ground is a function generally unfrozen.
of not only the past and present environment, but
also of terrain characteristics, historical use, sur- Ground and surface water
face disturbances, vegetative cover, and conduc- Two ground water flow systems are present in
tive heat transfer from the surface and ground the cantonment area. The first is discontinuous,
water (e.g., Hopkins et al. 1955, Mackay 1970, near the surface, and perched above the perma-

: : : :2
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph of the discontinuous permafrost region north of the Chena River on 20 May 1993.
Arcuate landforms are usually former channels and sloughs, or point bar-swale complexes.

frost (suprapermafrost), while the second is permafrost (Fig. 2). The water levels, flow rates,
deeper, below the permafrost (subpermafrost) and flow directions in the suprapermafrost aqui-
(Fig. 2) (Williams 1970, Lawson et al. 1996). The fer vary relatively rapidly each season and possi-
suprapermafrost and subpermafrost aquifers bly each day. In part, these variations are caused
communicate with one another where the frozen by infiltrating surface water from rainfall, snow-
ground is perforated by thaw zones that are con- melt, or flooding.
fined only laterally by permafrost, and through Surface water also enters the ground water
the unfrozen ground beneath the Chena River system from Birch Hill via two pathways. First,
(Fig. 2). Isolated thaw zones may be areas of water infiltrates through the unfrozen sediments
discharge or recharge to either aquifer, and may and weathered bedrock of Birch Hill, flowing on
have upward or downward vertical gradients. the competent rock surface to the base of the slope
Ground water may also be confined in taliks, where it enters the suprapermafrost aquifer. Sec-
which are unfrozen materials surrounded by ond, water can enter the bedrock by migrating

3
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through fractures, but their locations and orienta- radic layers and lenses of silt.* The materials at
tions are generally unknown and difficult to pre- depth were likely deposited by meandering or
dict. Water within fractures that trend generally braided streams that were ancestral to the Chena
north-south will tend to flow in accord with the and Tanana Rivers. In addition, a layer of wind-
southerly slope of Birch Hill and enter unfrozen blown silt (loess), less than 1 m thick, commonly
alluvial sediments from below (e.g., Williams 1970, lies just below a thin (less than 0.5 m) surface layer
PNw6 et al. 1976). If such an aquifer is confined by of organic material.
permafrost, the resulting piezometric surface Unconsolidated materials on Birch Hill have
could become artesian, which will maintain iso- also moved downslope to form colluvial deposits
lated zones of unfrozen materials beneath and in composed of weathered bedrock, silt, and sand.
the permafrost (e.g., Hopkins et al. 1955). These deposits extend up to several hundred

The migration pathways of contaminants will meters south from the base of the hill and overlie
follow the aquifers and, thus, be affected by all the prevailing alluvial sediments (e.g., PNw6 et al.
the factors that determine ground water flow. 1976). In addition, runoff from gullies cut into Birch

Hill has locally deposited sand and silt with thick-

Surface and bedrock geology nesses of up to 2-4 m. These deposits form fans
Unconsolidated materials with relief generally that can extend several hundred meters south of

less than a meter make up most of the surface Birch Hill.*
south of Birch Hill (P6w6 et al. 1976). Alluvial The cross-cutting of alluvial landforms south
deposits cover most of the area of the Chena River of Birch Hill reflects the migration of the Chena
and its tributaries, and are represented at the River (Fig. 5). Meander scrolls with associated
surface by various landforms, including point channels or swales generally trend east-west in
bars, swales, channels, and sloughs (Fig. 4). Drill-
ing has revealed that most of the unconsolidated * Unpublished borehole records, U.S. Army Engineer District,

sediments consist of gravels and sands, with spo- Alaska.

N 50mBoundary separating
- assemblages of surficial

-U alluvial sediments.

-. --- .>... 'Approximate trends to
- - - •-- -- former swales, channels,

"Quarry and levees.

-
?-

""-- ?. - -.. "

Figure 5. Assemblages of alluvial deposits as distinguished by the trends of point bars, meander
scrolls, former channels, and levees north of the Chena River. Cross-cutting relationships of
these features show that the surface deposits are of different ages. Compare with the aerial photo-
graph in Figure 4.
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the area immediately east of the landfill, while but others may be frozen to bedrock; the reasons
similar features trend north-south to the south for this difference are unknown.
and west (Fig. 4 and 5). Similarly, the north-south The unconsolidated materials of the Chena
trending meander scrolls are crossed by east-west River floodplain lie unconformably above dark
trending ridges and swales further to the south, pelitic schists of the Yukon-Tanana Complex, for-
meaning that the latter features were deposited merly identified as the Birch Creek Schist (King
more recently. 1969, P~w6 et al. 1976). This metamorphic unit is

The relative age of the alluvial sediments can generally of lower greenschist facies, and is
be an important factor hydrologically by dictat- thought to be of Precambrian age (P~w6 et al.
ing the three-dimensional relationship of layers 1976). Birch Hill, which rises approximately 200
that either do or don't conduct water (i.e., coarse m above the adjacent alluvial plain, is also com-
gravel channel vs. fine-grained overbank depos- posed of this highly fractured and foliated schist.
its). The Chena River basin also received glacial In most areas of Birch Hill, the bedrock is overlain
runoff during the last major period of glaciation by eolian silt with thicknesses that may exceed 3
(Hamilton 1994), which implies that channel m or more.
deposits of this age may be significantly coarser
than material being transported by the Chena METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
River today. Similarly, overbank deposits from this
time may be thicker and contain more silt than Our investigations have been multifaceted. We
recent deposits. used standard ground-penetrating radar (GPR)

Former channels and swales tend to be slightly techniques, as well as new methods and equip-
lower than the surrounding terrain, causing ment that we developed for this study, to define
water to collect during wet times of the year. These the extent and depth of permafrost and of satu-
topographic features generally retain their natu- rated aquifer sediments (Arcone et al., in press).
ral morphologies and are often the sites of slow These data were combined with other data from
moving streams, unless they are artificially exca- drilling records, ground water flow sensors, aerial
vated to improve drainage. There are unfrozen photographs, and surface observations to find out
sediments beneath some of these alluvial features, how aquifers were distributed. From these analy-

ses, we have developed several
hydrogeological concepts of the

N GPR Transects north-central cantonment area.
300r - Road

"- - GPR Transect
, - - GPR Transect Ground-penetrating

with Radar Birch Hill radar
Tank',, Raioa Ground-penetrating radar (GPR)

Far, -- Raanalyses produced the data neces-

sary to outline the three-dimensional
permafrost and ground water stratig-
raphy of the area. Multiple GPR pro-

, files were therefore acquired along
Landfill numerous transects established on" •••Area

new and existing trails across the
R94- .. area (Fig. 6). Prior to profiling, the

CR94-53-98-69 trails were cleared of vegetation by
hydroax. Their locations were later
surveyed by professional crews.

GPR data were obtained between
1993 and 1995, with most acquired
in March-April 1994, August-

September 1994, and March-April
_ "1995. Our radars were Geophysical

Cha River Survey Systems, Inc., SIR Models
"4800 and 10a+ control units and

Figure 6. GPR transects in the area north of the Chena River. antennas radiating wide bandwidth
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signals centered near 50, 100, and 300 MHz. We Monitoring wells
profiled each transect by towing the antennas Monitoring wells, generally in clusters of three
along the ground approximately 6-10 m behind a at depths of about 10, 20, and 30 m, were drilled,
tracked vehicle moving at a constant velocity of logged, and developed for use with the CRREL
about 1 m/s. Event markers were placed artifi- ground water flow system (Fig. 8) (see following
cially on the records at 10-m intervals. Single trace section). Monitoring well clusters are located in
time durations of 150, 600, and 1500 ns were thawed zones above the permafrost or in unfro-
commonly used for the 300-, 100-, and 50-MHz zen zones laterally confined by it. Additional wells
antennas respectively. For a more complete were drilled through the permafrost into the
description of the GPR methods and theory, see subpermafrost aquifer; these wells were pressur-
Appendix A of Lawson et al. (1996). ized to keep ice growth from closing them. We

GPR is reflected and diffracted at material inter- used data from GPR surveys and borehole logs,
faces, with a signal amplitude strength deter- and geomorphic features and other geological
mined by the contrast in relative dielectric per- data, to select monitoring well locations that
mittivity e across the interface. The thickness d of would provide representative ground water flow
a layer was interpreted using the echo delay for- data.
mula for normal incidence Monitoring wells above and below the perma-

=Ct2
le (1) frost were built following standard procedures.

Each monitoring well was drilled to a specified

where c is the free space speed of light (3 x 108 depth, where a 3-m-long well screen was installed.
m/s), t is time, and the factor of two accounts for The well screens, of about 5 cm (2 in.) i.d., are
the round trip propagation path. Typically, the made of continuous wire wrap stainless steel, with
value of e for permafrost is about 5, and ranges a 15-mm- (0.060-in.-) slot size and a filter sock of
between about 10 and 45 for unfrozen sediments 120- to 150-mm mesh covering the outside. Labo-
of varying degrees of saturation and grain size. ratory testing at CRREL shows that this configu-
An outcrop of the local bedrock was measured at ration minimally restricts water movement, while
e = 11 using a wide angle sounding technique. stopping finer sediments from infiltrating the well
Arcone et al. (in press) provide de-
tails of the analysis and interpreta- , N Borehole Locatos
tion of permafrost and aquifers WO oh t

from GPR profiles. Road
GPR Transect
Railroad

Drilling , 1993 Borehole

We determined subsurface mate- 1994 Borehole
rial types and permafrost horizons o
by drilling test boreholes in 1993 .- .-

and 1994. Drill sites (Fig. 7) were
chosen using preliminary inter-
pretations of the site's geomorphic
features and any available GPR
data. We subsequently combined
borehole and GPR records to make
interpretive cross sections of per-
mafrost and aquifer distribution.
Data on the thickness of active lay- -

ers (less than 1.5 m thick) were also
obtained by probing with a hand-
driven steel rod. We measured
piezometric surfaces in wells -

installed in the suprapermafrost, -

subpermafrost, and unfrozen zone
aquifers. Geological logging of
each borehole followed standard Figure 7. Locations of boreholes used to interpret GPR data in the north-
procedures. central cantonment area.
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N Monitoring Well Locations
'300m rT Road

--- Railroad

"" Subpermafrost Wells
0 Shal!ow Monitoring Well Cluster

o A Sampling Wells

0

C-6

th7 CR1- g a wC- P-3 •

ip-5 i st l e

=P-18 -

•P-7 0 P-9 1

S•JC-22
C-23 Figure 8. Monitoring wells in which

:• " -f _ •.. •the CRREL ground water flow system
"" /"•C-52 %,is installed.

and affecting measurements. During installation, screened interval of the monitoring wells. This
each hole was allowed to collapse around the material consisted of a commercially available
filter-covered screen as a way to minimize the sand mixture (sieve no. 8-12), compacted to a
well's effect on ground water movement. Moni- porosity similar to most materials in the well
toring wells set in the subpermafrost aquifer were screen intervals. A constant displacement pump
screened at a depth beginning 3 m below the per- was used to regulate seepage rates in the flume
mafrost. Water levels were recorded in sub- from 1 to 10 ft/day (0.3 to 3 m/day). An empirical
permafrost wells after they were completed. linear relationship between sensor readings and

seepage rates was determined for each system for
Ground water flow system a known direction of flow. The accuracy of the

CRREL's prototype ground water flow system flow system is 0.1 ft/day (0.03 m/day) over the
uses the thermal tag and trace technique (e.g., range of 0.5 to more than 10 ft/day (0.15 to more
Chapman and Robinson 1962, Hess 1982) to mea- than 3 m/day). Direction, as defined by ten mea-
sure flow direction and seepage velocity The surements in the flume, is accurate to within ±50.
system uses a sensor with four pairs of platinum Details of the calibration procedure are given in
resistive temperature devices (RTDs) in steel tynes Williams et al. (in prep).
arrayed in a circular pattern around a point source Seepage direction and velocity are measured
heater (Fig. 9a). Heat is transferred preferentially four times per day in summer and twice per day
by ground water flow from the heater to the RTDs. in winter, with system functions controlled by a
Conductive heat transfer is enhanced by glass Campbell CR10XT datalogger (Fig. 9b). Signals
beads placed into the screen in which the RTD are transmitted by cable from the flow sensor,
tynes are imbedded. Temperature fluctuations which is held by steel rods and a clamp at a speci-
between paired RTDs, relative to background fied depth. Power is provided by an external 12-
levels, are recorded. This temperature differential V, deep cycle battery, charged by a solar panel
is then used to calculate the direction of flow and mounted on a pole with the control unit (Fig.
seepage velocity. 9c). A pressure transducer (Druck PDCR-35D)

Each sensor was calibrated individually in a installed in each well records water level (piezo-
section of well screen set in a flume filled with metric surface) fluctuations at the same time as
materials generally representative of those in the flow measurements. Data are stored using a

8



Campbell SM 716XT storage module and periodi-
cally downloaded to a portable computer for
analysis and graphical display.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Subsurface geology and
permafrost distribution

We defined the subsurface geology and perma-
frost distribution using GPR data from multiple
transects for which we obtained ground truth
using borehole logs from sites on each transect.
These data were augmented by landform analy-

a. Sensor. ses using historical (1949) and recent (1993) aerial
photography of the site. Our interpretations of
the subsurface geology from borehole and GPR
data were thus linked to the surface morphology,
so that the spatial distribution of permafrost and
"aquifers could be defined.

GPR data
GPR profiles of the landfill were generally

unable to reveal the nature of the subsurface,
despite our using low-frequency (50-MHz) an-
tennas. The signals were extremely attenuated,
penetrating to only 1 to 2 m depth. This probably

9 resulted because fine-grained coal ash from the
Fort Wainwright power plant is buried in the land-
fill.

Therefore, we investigated the area surround-
ing the landfill, so that stratigraphic and ground
water data could be extrapolated to evaluate the
state of the materials below it. The 1949 aerial

b. Control unit with Campbell CRIOa datalogger photograph of the site (Fig. 4), taken before the
installed atfield site. landfill was built, shows a surface similar to the

surrounding terrain beneath it. Assuming that the
stratigraphy is similar to that of the surrounding
area, we can infer the subsurface conditions be-
"neath the landfill.

Radar reflections in the north-central canton-
ment area result mainly from changes in material
type, such as from coarse to fine-grained deposits
or from sedimentary units to bedrock, and from
changes in water or ice content (Arcone et al., in
press). Abrupt changes in the time delay of reflec-
tions in frozen sediments may indicate strati-
graphic changes in grain size or the unfrozen
water content. There is generally little attenua-
tion where permafrost is very close to the surface.
In this case, the signal can penetrate deep into the

c. Typicalfield installation with solar panels and permafrost, to greater than 80 m below the ground

12-V battery for power at remote site. surface. In contrast, signals are strongly attenu-
ated in thawed or perennially unfrozen sediments.

Figure 9. Automated ground water flow system. The 50-MHz profiles described here were
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Figure 10. Transect 94-78 with interpretation based on boreholes and other data. The transect
lies west of landfill and trends east to west (0-660 m). This profile was obtained in March
1995 using 50-MHz antennas. Arrows in radar traces indicate bedrock reflectors.

acquired in late March 1995, when the ground The profiles of three transects, (CR94-53, 98,

was frozen from 3 to 4 m deep. They are represen- and 69) are linked in Figure 11 to show several
tative of GPR data and subsurface conditions characteristics of the site. Bedrock is a promi-
across the area, and illustrate typical features of nent reflector at a depth of about 15 m at the 85-m
the radar records. Boreholes used to interpret distance mark. This reflector steadily deepens to
the radar data are located on each profile figure. the south, dropping sharply after about 500 m

Conditions in the area west of the landfill are distance. Permafrost extends into bedrock in the
interpreted from several transects, including pro- northern end, but at about 400 m distance, a weak
file CR94-78, which trends east-west and crosses reflector suggests that unfrozen bedrock lies at a
several features with contrasting subsurface depth of 30-40 m. At about 950 m distance, perma-
properties (Fig. 10). The ground is deeply thawed frost extends to about 32 m depth, with unfrozen
on its eastern end (600-650 m). Permafrost then sediments between it and the top of the bedrock,
thickens and extends to bedrock between the 600- which is undetected, but must be greater than 50
and 90-m distance marks. Between 410 and 230 m deep.
m, the transect traverses a marshy area with a Transect 94-61 (Fig. 12) is about 1 km long,
prominent, abandoned slough between 290 and trending south to north from River Road to the
250 m. Although much of the area was frozen to base of Birch Hill, and lies directly west of the land-

bedrock at the time of survey, the near-surface fill (see Fig. 6). Only one borehole, that at 100 m
fine-grained sediments attenuated the signal and distance north of River Road, encountered the
kept us from detecting the bedrock. A strong bottom of the permafrost. At this location, the bot-
subhorizontal return only marks the surface of tom of permafrost lies at about 38 m depth. The
bedrock at shallow depths, such as those ranging permafrost bottom rises south of 100 m, and dis-
from 25 to 35 m along the far western end of the appears at about 40 m distance, where there are
profile. Bedrock is intermittently revealed on the unfrozen channel deposits under an artificially
eastern end at depths greater than 40 m. deepened drainage ditch. North of about 250 m,

10
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Figure 11. 50-MHz profile from three concatenated transects (CR94-53, 98, 69). Subpermafrost
ground water was found only at the northern end. The interpreted permafrost horizon depicted
with question marks is speculative. Arrows in radar traces indicate bedrock reflectors.
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Figure 12. 50-MHz profile of south to north transect 94-61, which lies west of the landfill (see
Fig. 6). Borehole locations are shown. The lower profile shows the interpretation of the borehole
and GPR data. The bottom of permafrost was encountered only at the southern end. Perma-
frost appears to extend into bedrock along most of this line. Arrows in radar traces indicate
bedrock reflectors.
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permafrost extends into the bedrock. The bedrock not always the strongest events at depth (e.g.,
shallows at the northern end of the transect near between 400 and 500 m), and south of 300 m, there
Birch Hill, ranging from about 10-12 m deep at are no returns from bedrock because of the unfro-
925 m distance and gradually deepening to about zen, saturated sediments that are between the
21 m at 750 in distance. The bedrock depth then base of permafrost and bedrock.
appears to hold steady to about 500 m distance, Transect 94-70 (Fig. 13) runs west to east, begin-
where it deepens sharply to about 44 m at about ning near Canol Road. It has a well-defined sub-
450 m distance. Of note, bedrock returns are horizontal reflector from subpermafrost water

Boreholes

PaPesafrost
20--III

40 Gon ae

N Distance (m) S
0 100 200 300 400 500

0a200-

-- 20•
•"400-

F_. 600 -- 40

800O
-- 60

1000 _

Figure 13. 50-MHz profile of transect 94-70, which trends west from near Canol Road and
ends east of the landfill site (Fig. 6). Ground water is interpreted to occur beneath the entire
transect.
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Figure 14. 50-MHz profile and interpretation of transect 93-11, which trends south-southwest to north-northeast
approximately parallel to the base of Birch Hill (Fig. 6). Arrows in radar traces indicate bedrock reflectors.
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that is in contact with the base of the permafrost. present at some locales in the center of the pro-
Permafrost thickness is relatively constant, vary- file, but it is apparently absent elsewhere.
ing from about 28-35 m along the transect. There
is no consistent reflection from bedrock beneath Permafrost distribution
permafrost. Bedrock was also not encountered in Our data show that the extent and thickness of
any of the boreholes and apparently lies below permafrost vary greatly across the north-central
50 m depth. Reflectors in the permafrost are cantonment area (Fig. 15). Seasonal freezing
from features that may include strata of differ- depths often exceed 3.0 m, while active layers may
ing grain size, sedimentary structure, or higher have seasonal thaw depths as little as 0.3 m. The
ice volume. depth of thaw apparently varies with drainage,

Transect 93-11 is 1600 m long, trends west to vegetative cover, organic content of the sediments,
east, and passes just north of the landfill (see and other factors (e.g., Hopkins et al. 1955, P6w6
Fig. 6). Bedrock is a prominent reflector at depths 1958, Ferrians and Hobson 1973). Deeply thawed
of 20 to 30 m along nearly its entire length (Fig. materials, ranging from several meters to over 20
14). Only where signals are attenuated by water, m in depth, commonly exist beneath disturbed
such as locations with standing water or where areas, such as roads, and in former swales and
deeply thawed sediments are near the surface, is channels (Fig. 15a). Deep thaw may also be
this reflector absent. A subpermafrost aquifer is expected beneath the landfill; borehole and GPR
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a. Elevations of the top of permafrost from borehole records. Active layer
thickness (more than 2 m deep) was also measured in August and Sep-
tember 1994 using a hand-driven steel probe.

Figure 15. Elevation of permafrost (U.S. Army Engineer District,
•Alaska, unpublished borehole logs). Bold numbers show wells drilled
between I March 1994 and 30 June 1995. All others were drilled be-
tween 1 July and I December 1995.
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to its boundary. Aquifers are present in this second showing conditions at depth (Fig. 17).
thawed zone. The first map shows areas with a shallow thaw

The base of the permafrost lies at depths layer (1 to 3 m), deeper near-surface thaw (less
ranging from as little as 10 to over 40 m, with than 3 n), and a thin, seasonally frozen active
depths shallowing adjacent to unfrozen areas, layer (less than 1 i). The latter shows where per-
including the Chena River on the south (Fig. mafrost extends to or into bedrock, or where there
15b). Permanently frozen sediments are gener- are unfrozen sediments between the bedrock and
ally thinner in the northern third of the mapped the permafrost. In both, sediments that are unfro-
area, but only because bedrock is present at a zen continuously from the surface into bedrock
shallower (less than 25 m) depth. The thickest are also located. Conditions beneath the landfill
permanently frozen sediments (more than 80 m) are interpreted from subsurface conditions adja-
are southeast of the landfill (Fig. 15b). In some cent to it.
cases, the depth to the base of permafrost is
unknown because our boreholes could not pen- Bedrock depth and permafrost relationships
etrate more than a few meters into frozen bed- Overall, the depth to bedrock is about 7 m near
rock. the base of Birch Hill, but deepens to over 85 m

We have combined the various data sources to just south of River Road (Fig. 18). The depth to

map the three-dimensional distribution of perma- bedrock and the slope of its buried surface
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Above Permafrost Above Permafrost Active Landfill Area

Figure 16. Characteristic depths of thaw and the locations of unfrozen zones in the north-central area of the cantonment.
Deep thaw zones above permafrost are commonly associated with disturbed terrain, while thin active layers characterize
undisturbed terrain covered by vegetation. Areas with shallow active layers (less than 1.0 m) severely reduce ground
water movement and result in divergent flow patterns. Unfrozen materials are generally informer channels and sloughs,
as is evident by their map patterns. Permafrost and aquifer distribution below the landfill are based upon interpretations
from historical aerial photographs using data from the terrain surrounding the site. Very few subsurface data exist east of
Ski Hill Road. Note that small, shallow drainages are not identified, thaw depths may exceed the cited depths by two to
three times, and the unfrozen zones have peripheral shallow and deep thaw zones that may be omitted for clarity. This
map was created on unrectified aerial photographs taken on 20 May 1993.

increase sharply at about several hundred meters area. The depth to bedrock presumably continues
distance south of Birch Hill. Comparing the depth to increase south of River Road but there are only
to bedrock (Fig. 18) with the depth to the bottom a limited number of borehole measurements in
of permafrost (Fig. 15b) shows that unfrozen sedi- this area.
ments from a few meters to over 25 m thick under- Contouring of the depth to bedrock data tells
lie perennially frozen materials over much of the us that sediments bury gullies or valleys that were
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-I N

SPermafrost Absent Permafrost Generally Extends

Sediments unfrozen to through Sediments into Bedrock 7 Based Upon Limited Data
bedrock; water bearing; st an Unspecified Depth
bedrock presumed unfrozen Water not encountered during - - ,pcltv;Dt akn

drilling through weathered bedrockSpcltv;DaLcknSsurface; locally sporadic and

Permafrost Present to discontinuous thaw zones may
Unspecified Depth be present at the sediment-bedrock

Sediments thawed between interface, especially near unfrozen Active Landfill Area
permafrost and bedrock; areas and adjacent to the
aubpermafroat aquifer present. subpermafrost aquifer.

Figure 17. Locations of areas frozen into bedrock, areas where permafrost is underlain by unfrozen .sediments
that overlie unfrozen bedrock, and unfrozen zones that penetrate the permafrost completely. Unfrozen zones
generally are within former sloughs or channels, and permit communication between supra- and subpermafrost
aquifers. The large areas of materials that are frozen into bedrock constrain ground water interactions among
aquifers in Birch Hill and the Tanana Valley alluvium; they also modify flow patterns by their impermeability. A
bedrock aquifer in Birch Hill may communicate through fractures, such as the thaw zone associated with Finnegan's
Pond (upper right of landfill). Sub permafrost aquifers communicate with the large unfrozen area of alluvium
beneath and south of the Chena River. Data are practically nonexistent, however, on permafrost and bedrock
depths east of Ski Hill Road, an area critical to understanding ground water conditions north of the Chena River.
The mapping of unfrozen zones and aquifers beneath the landfill is based on our interpretations of subsurface
conditions surrounding it, which were obtained from historical aerial photographs.
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formerly cut deep into the bedrock surface (Fig. Interpretive cross sections (Fig. 20) show the
19). Above the valley surfaces, unconsolidated high variability of the subsurface distribution of
sediments that fill these bedrock valleys are thicker permafrost, as well as the irregularity of unfrozen
than in the surrounding area and are likely a focal zones in and above the permafrost in relation to
zone for ground water flow where the sediment the bedrock surface. The abrupt and sometimes
is unfrozen (e.g., Lawson et al. 1996). deep interfaces between unfrozen sediments and
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an important factor locally controlling

~subpermafrost ground water movement.
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Figure 20. Six interpretive cross sections illustrating subsurface distribution of discon-

tinuous permafrost within the north-central cantonment area. GPR transect data used in

each cross section are indicated.
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Figure 20 (cont'd).

permafrost can control ground water movement, into the bedrock are critical links between aqui-
recharge, and discharge between different aqui- fers. Suprapermafrost aquifers generally exist in
fers (e.g., Fig. 20d, e, f). Flow can even become abandoned channels and, in some cases, beneath
channeled between frozen materials (e.g., Fig. 20c). roads and other disturbed areas, such as the area

around the landfill (Fig. 16). Deeply frozen areas
Ground water aquifers restrict ground water movement and may isolate

Unfrozen sediments around and inside the per- aquifers, while complicating flow patterns (Fig.
mafrost are potential locations of aquifers. In the 17).
north-central cantonment area, zones that are un- Deeply frozen materials are extensive along the
frozen at the surface and extend uninterrupted base of Birch Hill, where bedrock is relatively shal-
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Figure 20 (cont'd). Six interpretive cross sections illustrating subsurface distribution of discon-
tinuous permafrost within the north-central cantonment area. GPR transect data used in each
cross section are indicated.

low and both the sediments and bedrock below movement wherever they intercept the sub-
them are frozen. Because of its lateral extent, the permafrost aquifer on the south. One of these ex-
permanently frozen area forms a nearly impen- tends from Finnegan's Pond on the northeast cor-
etrable barrier to ground water migration. ner of the landfill to the base of Birch Hill (Fig.

Only in narrow, north-south trending thaw 16). Two other smaller ponds lie within this thaw
zones does water move through this area; these zone and appear to be where the ground water
thaw zones can strongly affect ground water table comes to the surface. Hopkins et al. (1955)
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Figure 20 (cont'd).

concluded that such unfrozen zones are devel- permafrost that are significantly different from
oped and maintained by artesian flow. In this case, subpermafrost flow patterns.
an unfrozen fracture zone in the bedrock of Birch The thermal disturbance created by the landfill
Hill may be the artesian source. Cederstrom (1963) over the last 40 or more years has increased the
reported previously that individual fractures and depth to the top of permafrost. The deep thaw
fracture zones are the source of water in many, if beneath the landfill is hydrologically important
not most, wells drilled into the schistose bedrock because it could support a near-surface supra-
in the Fairbanks region. permafrost aquifer. We speculate that any zones

Similarly, a buried bedrock valley that trends of thin permafrost that existed 40 years ago may
mainly north-northeast to south-southwest now be completely thawed, while any thicker per-
extends beneath the frozen sediments at the base mafrost may now have a deep layer of thawed
of the ski slope on Birch Hill (Fig. 15 and 19). It sediments above it.
appears to be a continuation of a prominent gully The landfill is also situated on top of at least
on the hillside and probably is a subsurface one, and possibly three, north-south linear zones
expression of a bedrock fracture zone. Data are of unfrozen channel deposits (Fig. 4). Drilling
insufficient to determine, however, if indeed revealed that unfrozen sediments extend to bed-
water is flowing within this valley off of Birch Hill. rock (about 43 m depth) in one of these north-

Near-surface aquifers in unfrozen zones that south zones where it exits from beneath the west
are laterally confined by permafrost commonly side of the landfill (Fig. 19).
have flow parallel to the impermeable permafrost We suspect that the suprapermafrost aquifer
boundaries. Flow in the subpermafrost aquifers is connected to the subpermafrost aquifer via the
may cause deviations from this trend until, at unfrozen channel deposits (Fig. 17 and 20).
depth, the near-surface flow parallels that of the Leachate from the landfill is likely to migrate
lower aquifer. The subpermafrost aquifer can also towards such deeply thawed zones where it could
recharge or discharge through these unfrozen be transported into the subpermafrost aquifer.
materials. In general, the subpermafrost aquifer Whether leachate actually migrates through the
is artesian, with flow approximately following the fill materials is unknown, however.
regional trend (e.g., Lawson et al. 1996), whereas
the local hydraulic gradient, alluvial stratigraphy, Site-specific seepage data
and permafrost configuration can create flow Site-specific ground water data show both sea-
patterns in near-surface sediments confined by sonal and annual variability in water levels, flow
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velocity, and, to a lesser extent, flow CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From October 1995

direction (App. A). The period of iRoad Ground Water Flow Vectors
record is, however, too short to -- GPR Transect Seepage Velocity (m/day)

determine how representative these - Railroad Wels 0,5 10
E Subpermafrost Wells Direction

data are of long-term trends in flow. 0 Shallow Monitoring Well Cluster
A Sampling Wells _30Diurnal and average weekly val-

ues are reasonably consistent in any
given well; however, flow velocity - c-10
may vary at depth, reflecting
changes in stratigraphy that influ-
ence the hydraulic conductivity.C' 9,

Seepage velocities typically range -18
from 0.3 to 1 m/day, although rates-8"
of less than 0.15 and greater than 1.5 p P-1.
m/day were recorded. These high- 1
er values likely reflect local differ- I P C

ences in gradient, hydraulic con-

ductivity, or permafrost confine-
ment.

The velocity of near-surface flow
varies inversely with seasonal C-21

water level fluctuations. Velocities - C-51 -. 3

generally increase as water levels . C,5-2

decline during the fall and winter,
but decrease in the spring and sum- a. October 1995.
mer (App. A). Paino (1997) suggested
that higher velocities during winter

thathighr vlociies urig witerCRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
may reflect an increased confine- Data From January 1996

ment or changes in flow paths and - Road Ground Water Flow Vectors
water flux caused by seasonal freez- - GPR Transect Seepage Velocity (m/day)--- Railroad 40, 10 Direction

ing of near-surface sediments. Frost 0 Subpermafrost Wells
6 Shallow Monitoring Well Cluster

commonly extends 4 m or more in A Sampling Wells 300 m
depth each winter in this region
and, as a result, can completely -

freeze thin active layers. This can "
isolate parts of suprapermafrost
aquifers and reduce the overall vol- , C-19

ume of a near-surface aquifer. C-7

Flow directions in near-surface
(10-m) and, to a lesser degree,
deeper (20-m) wells show the
effects of permafrost. Wells located __" P

in unfrozen materials that are P-7

bounded on the sides by frozen
sediments tell us that flow diverges
from the overall northwesterly flow
pattern north of the Chena River C 2

(App. A). Flow patterns also reflect - -51 C,21

seasonal changes in water levels. - .,_ _
With thawing of seasonally frozen __ _ _ _ __,_c-52_"-,
ground, formerly isolated aquifers b. January 1996.
may open, permitting communica-
tion, and significantly changing Figure 21. Averagedflow vectors for subpermafrost and deep (30-m) wells,
flow direction (Paino 1997). shown with respect to permafrost distribution.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data Flow directions at 30 m below
Data From May 1996

-Road Ground Water Flow Vectors the surface are generally consistent
-GPR Transect Seepage Velocity (m/day) from well to well, except where

-- Railroad 05.10 Direction permafrost is in contact with bed-
* Subpermafrost Wells p fw e
* Shallow Monitoring Well Cluster rock over a large area (Fig. 21). In
* Sampling Wells _300m- that situation, flow is diverted

around deep permafrost and may
"""-10 vary by over 90' from the usual

west to northwest trend. This is ex-
,, -,emplified by a northeasterly flow

"of water west of a deep (more than
SLandfill' P8 C-13 85 m) permafrost "plug" that is•C-18

southeast of the landfill along the
Chena River (Fig. 17 and 21).

A strong seasonal change in
P-18 C-14direction from the prevailing west-

- Pnorthwest flow pattern is evident
- north of River Road (Fig. 21).

Lower velocities and higher water
c22 levels during the late spring and

- -- -c2- summer are associated with a
I " C V C3-2 more northerly flow, but shifts in

___ __•--c-_2_ _-- -flow direction to the west during
fall to winter correlate with a lower

c. May 1996. water table. The direction probably
changes in response to the large
flux of water from the Tanana

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data River during summer (e.g., Ceder-
Data From October 1996 strom 1963, Williams 1970). Late

-Road Ground Water Flow Vectors in the year, the flux of water from
- GPR Transect Seepage Velocity (m/day) the Tanana River into the alluvial

Railroad 0,5 10 Direction
* Subpermafrost Wells ctionaquifer declines and local factors* Shallow Monitoring Well Cluster
A Sampling Wells . may be controlling flow.

1 " HYDROGEOLOGICAL
- CONCEPTS

C- Ground water in the north-
9c, 3 central cantonment flows in pat-

P-3 •terns that reflect the impermeable
P-11, confining conditions imposed by

"-5 -1i 1permafrost, the topography, and
1 ..-1 ;,the relief of the buried bedrock

P-7 P-9 C14surface. For example, flow direc-
tions vary from the prevailing west
to northwest regional trend where

permafrost extends into bedrock
SC-22 along the base of Birch Hill and in

C~ c -C-21 the area southeast of the landfill.
C2 Former channels and sloughs are

- c-2 "unfrozen, and narrow trails, roads,

d. October 1996. and other disturbed locations are
deeply thawed above permafrost,

Figure 21 (cont'd). as are places with a thin (less than
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2 m) active layer, particularly south of Birch Hill Although we have limited data on ground
and east of Ski Hill Road. Unfrozen materials water conditions north of the Chena River, the
below the permafrost increase in thickness to the numerous physical constraints on aquifers and
south as the depth to bedrock increases and per- ground water movement limit the potential
mafrost thins. The subpermafrost aquifer increases avenues of flow. Two "external" sources of ground
in volume to the south as well and is more con- water may determine the direction and velocity
nected with the regional Tanana Valley aquifer. of flow in this area. An aquifer in Birch Hill, which

~~Bic Birch Hill Aqifriomnac

N
150 MAumqi

? ?

??

Figue322 N a u p f ? Based Upon Limited Data
Thawed iBh lrtysf m Th anPau m.arou te f ie dt Above Permafrost m r ao Speculative; Data Lacking

e >3.0 m Thaw xl.m Thaw Annually Active Landfill Area
Above Permafrost Above Permafrost

<ý Birch Hill Aquifer Dominance

STanana-Chena Alluvium Aquifer

Figure 22. Near-surface and suprapermafrost flow paths. Depicted are ground water flow patterns possible if they are
controlled by an aquifer in Birch Hill or if they result from the dominance of the subregional aquifer in the Tanana-Chena
alluvium. Ground water flow is restricted to deeply thawed or unfrozen materials above bedrock; permafrost distribution
and dimension are critical controls in this regard. Near-surface flow could result in off-site migration of contaminants in
extremely divergent directions.
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is affected by precipitation and spring runoff, may Subpermafrost and
produce local differences in hydraulic gradient deep flow patterns
and therefore direction of flow north of the Chena The hydraulic gradient of the subpermafrost
River (Fig. 22). The subregional aquifer of the aquifer may be determined by either the subre-
Tanana River Valley, however, is probably respon- gional aquifer of the Tanana Valley or by more
sible for the prevailing hydraulic gradient and local aquifers, such as in Birch Hill (Fig. 23). A.
overall flow pattern, particularly in the sub- west to northwest flow will prevail if gradients
permafrost aquifer. Because the flux from both are controlled by the Tanana system, whereas con-
aquifers varies with the season, flow direction and trol by the Birch Hill aquifer will create a south-
velocity in the subpermafrost and suprapermafrost erly component. In both instances, the thickness,
aquifers also vary with the seasons. In the follow- configuration, and extent of permafrost above the
ing sections, we define hypothetical ground aquifer will constrain flow, while it may recharge
water flow patterns, assuming that either an aqui- or discharge into unfrozen zones. If an aquifer of
fer in Birch Hill or the Tanana Valley determines sufficient potential exists in the bedrock, it too
hydraulic gradients in the north-central canton- could modify or locally control flow in the
ment area. subpermafrost aquifer. The extent of a bedrock

aquifer is limited, however, as it is restricted to
Suprapermafrost aquifers and fracture zones (Cederstrom 1963).
near-surface flow patterns

Figure 22 shows the potential pathways for Discussion
near-surface ground water movement and the Data from in-situ sensors in the north-central
possible interactions with permafrost. The near- cantonment area support the concept of an aqui-
surface ground water system is l6cated above the fer in Birch Hill that influences flow direction and
permafrost, where the seasonal thaw is sufficient velocity seasonally, but they also suggest that the
to develop a mostly continuous suprapermafrost overall pattern of flow is subregionally controlled.
aquifer. Where the depth to permafrost is less than The subregional aquifer's gradient and flux vary
1.0 m, an aquifer probably does not develop. In seasonally as well and, therefore, it interacts with
contrast, there is likely a significant supra- the more local influx of ground water, particu-
permafrost aquifer beneath the landfill and in larly from Birch Hill. For example, the lower
other deeply thawed areas beneath surface dis- water table and hydraulic gradient of the Tanana
turbances. These aquifers communicate with Valley aquifer in fall and winter result in a more
deeper aquifers through unfrozen and deeply westerly flow than during early and late summer
thawed areas of former swales and channels. peaks in water level and flux, when a northerly
Near-surface ground water may flow beneath flow dominates (Fig. 22). The shift in flow vectors
River and Ski Hill Roads, for example, and some from west to north through late spring is evident
of the older trails that have been in existence for in the measurements across the area (Fig. 23, Law-
over 40 years (Fig. 5). Many of these supra- son et al. 1996).
permafrost aquifers intercept the unfrozen zone Whenever the flux of water through fracture
adjacent to the Chena River. and thaw zones originating in Birch Hill is suffi-

The direction of near-surface and supra- ciently large (this is quantitatively unknown), the
permafrost flow depends upon whether 1) sur- distribution of permafrost dictates that the supra-
face water migrates through the landfill and and subpermafrost aquifers will have a southerly
recharges the supra- and subpermafrost aquifers flow. The resultant vector of flow of the sub-

near it, 2) Birch Hill runoff from snowmelt or pre- permafrost aquifer in the area will depend largely
cipitation is high enough to create a southward- on the subregional flux and gradient. This sce-
directed gradient, or 3) the flux of water (and nario of interacting aquifers is consistent with the
hydraulic gradient) in the Tanana Valley alluvial vectors for the deeper (more than 30 m) flow mea-
aquifer is higher than more local sources. In surements (Lawson et al. 1997, in prep., App. A).
addition, water tables fluctuate as the stage of Seasonally, there are periods of little or no flow
the Chena River fluctuates; this will locally affect in isolated, unfrozen deposits surrounded by per-
flow patterns and movement of water through mafrost and in some deeply thawed zones above
the suprapermafrost aquifers. The interplay and the permafrost. Just south of Birch Hill, for
feedback of these factors result in a strong sea- example, potential water sources for unfrozen
sonal variability to ground water movement, zones are limited to surface infiltration and adja-
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SPermafrost Absent Birch Hill Dominance Tanana-Chena Allu¶um Aquifer Dominance

.4- Near Surface .. E___ Near Surface
'• Permafrost Present to

Unspecified Depth Det Dph

BedocPermafrost Extends into

Figure 23. Hydrogeological concepts of deep aquifer flow paths depicted for two scenarios: where Birch Hill
dominates and where a subregional aquifer dominates. We assumed ground water flow within the bedrock not to
be signif'can t. The direction and velocity of flow for both scenarios may differ significantly in the subpermafrost
aquifer because of thaw zones that intercept it. The effect of the large area of sediments frozen to bedrock is evident
for both scenarios. The prevailing flow below permafrost, regardless of source, may result in offisite migration of
soluble contaminants.

cent suprapermafrost aquifers. An aquifer sur- aquifer south of the Chena River as opposed to
rounded on four sides by permafrost would have one in Birch Hill will generate a more northerly
a water table rising or falling in concert with component than when there is less difference in
recharge or discharge from the subpermafrost magnitude. Seepage measurements from 1995 to
aquifer. Seepage velocity and direction would, early 1997 demonstrate this to be the case in the
therefore, be a response to the subpermafrost area northwest of the landfill (Lawson et al. 1997,
gradient. A strong gradient in the subpermafrost in prep.).
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A ation and aquifers east of Ski Hill Road
wPotntil Mr E are unknown and their role in flow

Fl beneath the landfill is undefined.
Surface water fills low areas where

the active layer is shallow (less than
1.0 m), and sometimes creates
marshes. This water probably con-

Bedrock tributes little to the ground water in
either the suprapermafrost or sub-
permafrost aquifers. In addition,

B those areas with a thin active layer
wE inhibit communication between

- / \suprapermafrost aquifers and near-
surface ground water movement.
Directions of flow in such areas may,
therefore, differ from the deeper,
more continuous aquifers. Near-
surface flow is mainly limited to
deeply thawed areas beneath roads,
trails, artificial drainage ditches, and

C former swales or channels. Near-
sN surface flow is only connected to the

subpermafrost aquifer where perma-
frost is absent, and it is seasonally
controlled by depths of freezing and
thawing. The combined effects of
permafrost frozen to bedrock and a
shallow active layer severely restrict

"- lateral ground water movement and
Figure 24. Idealized ground water flow patterns within and beneath recharge of the subpermafrost or bed-
the landfill. Dashed arrows show potential migration pathways if con- rock aquifers by suprapermafrost
taminants leach from thefill material. Diagram A shows the general waters.
conditions along an east to west cross section in the northern half of Water may be flowing through dis-
the fill area. Diagram B illustrates an east to west cross section in the crete horizontal or vertical thawed
southern half of the fill area. Diagram C gives a north to south cross zones in the permafrost, but we have
section through the middle of the fill area. few data concerning this. Flow

through taliks will probably be highly
The movement of ground water and the migra- variable in direction and rate, depending upon

tion of contaminants beneath the landfill (Fig. 24) the size of the thaw zone, water sources, and local
depend on numerous factors, some of which are hydraulic gradient. Ambiguous, intense reflections
as follows: on GPR records of the interface between frozen

"* The volume of water that seeps through the sediments and frozen bedrock suggest that water

fill material, leaching contaminants in the may also be present in isolated "conduits" at this
interface. The number and dimensions of these

process. interface taliks appear limited, but they could
"* The volume of water and leachate in surface result in anomalous, but highly localized, devia-

runoff that enters laterally into the landfill tions in flow.
through thawed materials adjacent to it.

"* The hydraulic gradient and flux of the sub-
regional aquifer. CONCLUSION

"• The flux of water from the Birch Hill aquifer Hydrogeological conditions in the north-
into near-surface and subpermafrost aqui- central cantonment area are controlled primarily
fers. by the distribution and geometry of discontinu-

In addition, the extent and depth of permafrost ous permafrost, stratigraphic variability, and inter-
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actions among multiple aquifers. Site-specific Cederstrom, D.J. (1963) Ground water resources
conditions are extremely complex because of the of the Fairbanks area, Alaska. U.S. Geological Sur-
diverse relationships among deeply thawed and vey Water-Supply Paper, 1590.
unfrozen zones, and the subpermafrost aquifer. Chapman, H.T., and A.E. Robinson (1962) A ther-
Deeply frozen materials interrupt the continuity mal flowmeter for measuring velocity of flow in a
of the subpermafrost aquifer, while a thin active well. U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper
layer interrupts the continuity of suprapermafrost 1544-E.
aquifers. Fracture zones in bedrock are possible Ecology and Environment (1994) Remedial inves-
sources of ground water entering the subperma- tigations report, Operable Unit 4, Fort Wainwright,
frost aquifer south of Birch Hill. With sufficient Alaska, Volumes 1 and 2; November. Prepared for
flux, thaw zones that penetrate from the bedrock U.S. Army Engineer District, Alaska, and U.S.
through the permafrost into the suprapermafrost Army Alaska, Ft. Richardson, Alaska.
aquifer can be created. Ground water flow rates Ferrians, O.J., Jr. (1965) Permafrost map of Alaska.
and directions are affected seasonally by the com- U.S. Geological Survey Miscellaneous Geologi-
petitive interaction of aquifers in the bedrock of cal investigations Map 1-445.
Birch Hill and those in the alluvial deposits of the Ferrians, O.J., Jr., and G.D. Hobson (1973) Map-
Chena and Tanana basins, but we do not have ping and predicting permafrost in North America.
enough data to define fully this interaction. A review, 1963-1973. In Permafrost: The North

Measurements with ground water flow sensors American Contribution to the 2nd International Con-
below permafrost for the period of August 1995 ference on Permafrost, Yakutsk, 13-28 July. Washing-
through July 1997 indicate that the prevailing flo w ton, D.C.: National Academy ofSciences, p. 479-
direction is northwest by westerly. In unfrozen 498.
materials laterally bounded by permafrost, flow Hamilton, T.D. (1994) Late Cenozoic glaciation of
directions vary with depth, as well as from site to Alaska. In The Geology of Alaska (G. Plafker and
site. Flow in suprapermafrost aquifers is extremely H.C. Berg, Ed.), Geological Society of America, p.
variable in direction seasonally as well as from 813-844.
location to location. Hess, A.E. (1982) A heat-pulse flowmeter for mea-

Potential pathways through which contami- suring low velocities in boreholes:<U.S. Geologi-
nants might migrate from the landfill site include cal Survey Open-File Report, 82-699.
unfrozen channel sediments that existed before Hopkins, D.M., T.N.V. Karlstrom, and others
operations began and the thaw bulb that was cre- (1955) Permafrost and ground water in Alaska.
ated by those operations. If leachate is migrating U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 264-F.
through the landfill, it could enter the subperma- King, P.B. (1969) Tectonic map of North America
frost aquifer through these unfrozen zones. Run- (1:5,000,000). U.S. Geological Survey Map.
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APPENDIX A: SITE-SPECIFIC GROUND WATER DATA

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From August 1995

-Road Wells 10 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

m Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10 ....

ASampling Wells 300g mrcto

7 RL1 d epthfill p13- -C

C-87 P-

S4 .---- • * C-22

/ &c51 "1 I;-23ý -2

• - •C-52 ",

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From September 1995

SRoad Wells 10 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

C-10
/P1 9 -

Figure A. Seepage velocity, flow direction, and water level in represen-

tative monitoring wells at 10 m depth. Winter flow velocities increase
as water levels decline, whereas thec opposite is true in summer. Frost
penetration may increase confining pressures and cause the velocity to
increase.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From October 1995

- Road Wells 10 m depth
"GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

-- JRailroad
0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
4k Shallow Well Cluster 05 1.0 Direction
A Sampl!ing Wells 300m

oaCs10 m
P-7 P-916

- - 1 Ralra

C- upe-9rs Well See age Ve lloc , (in/day)

* hlo elC lute P-3 1.0Di

A ~ ~ ~ ~ P Sapln Well 30f eto

S• C-22

C-2
• • ,I° • C-52 .,

C E ShlowW low Clu ste m Mon 0 itrin ellionta

RoSampin Wells 30 0 m .dIepth .... ,,

Railronadll'

C-1

P-7P"16

C-6 C-19

P-5 • C52 •

-22

-~~~ C ••21m



CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From December 1995

-Road Wells 10 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

E Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

/ P-R1

- R oLandfila

P-75

S• C-22

t -51 NC23 2
. " •C-52 ,

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From January 1996

SRoad Wells 10 m depth

--- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10 .irection
A Sampling Wells 300 m

C-7 C-9_ Landfill, -B C-

P-7• P-9•. C-14 .,•18• =,' -2

~~- / C ".-21

C-1 -523P_

Figure Al (cont'd).
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--CRREL flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From February 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (n/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 05 1D0ircto
* Sampling Wells 300 m Directon

- Roa Well 10 mdept
- GR rasec Goud Laterflow Vecor

•---•"-P-1

C-76

--- Railroad

'• .1 • C-152

CRShaLlow yse ontrn Well Clstrt5 a

ARSampin Wells 13m0dmpth

represenativero nitoriung Welsate 10o mVepth.Wnerforelcte

Frostbpenermationt mayl incepase eonfiing prssrendcaseteyelc

it tompincrWealse. 0

P-7 " C4

s -•.•. • C-22

/ C-21

Fig re A1l(ontd) Syemepatoige Weloiy lo dietinaadwtetevli
Repesnativ moioigWells at10 m depth.W te owvlcis

inc Preaseaswate Grounsdecie WaterFo ecsthoporsiestrensum.
Frst pefnetratio Well Scepage Vlcnityn prssre ndcasete el
At Sampingcrellse. (o
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From April 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad
"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 6 0.5 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells "'300 m

SCRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data l

~Data From May 1996
- Road Wells 10 m depth

-• GPIR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster .0;.51.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 in

j•-,--PP-1

C-7 P-9 adiPI- C1

Figure Al (cont'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From June 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"n Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells .300 m .6 Direction

S rLandfilla

P-8 P-3

•C-22

•.i•...•--/ •C-52 ' -

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From July 1996

SRoad Wells 10 m depth

-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

I Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 6 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

S• C-10

/ P-516

C-6 c-61-9"-

Figure Al (cont'd). Seepage velocity, flow direction, and water level in
representative monitoring wells at 10 m depth. Winter flow velocities
increase as water levels decline, whereas the opposite is true in summer.
Frost penetration may increase confining pressures and cause the veloc-
ity to increase.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From August 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth

GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

- Roa Well 10 i dept

C- -Riloa

C-7 u p r W l Landfilo p(inda

eClt 0 1.

SC-1-

P-7• •C-22

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data]

Data From September 1996 .

SRoad Wells 10 m depth

-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

A Sampling Wells 300 m

C- 0

•I-/--P-11

C--6C9

C- C- adil - C-22

P1 C -15"• C2

SC--52m

Figure Al (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From October 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth

GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 05 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m ,N

r. CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From November 1996
- Road Wells 10 m depth

-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
---- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 09.5.1.0 Dire to

ASampling Wells ,300 m ection•"..

C-7 CC9 Landfill, -1
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From December 1996

-Road Wells 10 m depth
GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mlday)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 6 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells ý300 m

- Roa Well 10 mdept

C- -Riloa

C- Sal WLandfillo -8 CC t

3P-3 9

P-76

-4 C-22

I C-51• "c-23;

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data Dieto

Data From January 1997

SRoad Wells 10 m depth•

-- GPR Transact Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

M Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

•Shallow Well Cluster 0.,(._.•:

SapigWls ýmN LaDfirectio

C6 r-19

C- P-3 "-P11

S=k c_22

S C-51 / C- ,, 7-

Figure Al (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From February 1997

-Road Wells 10 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 , r

- RoadWell~ 10 r dept

/ P-16

P 7 P.R9 LTascGru Wate F ct

-- -3alra

P-7 P-9 C-52-4'

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (rn/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0DietoA Sampling Wells 300 m ircon•

C 5-_1--- /- - C-2"-. ý

Figure A (con t'd). Seepage velocity, flow direction, and water level in
representative monitoring wells at 10 m depth. Winter flow velocities
increase as water levels decline, whereas the opposite is true in summer.
Frost penetration may increase confining pressures and cause the veloc-
ity to increase.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From April 1997

-Road Wells 10 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

S Shallow Well Cluster m 0.5 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells .30 0 m

C7C9Landfi P i8, C-1"

0-8 P-3 8 \

P-7., P-9 C-22

S~C.21
/ C-5C-2391'

\ fd ~C-52 -• ",

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From May 1997

-Road Wells 10 m depth

... GPR Transect
--- Railroad Ground Water Flow Vectors

N Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

8 Shallow Well Cluster 0 .501. Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

Figure Al (con t'd).
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CRRELFlow System Monitolng Wel DataIaaJue9
-• Road Wells 10 m depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

---- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 051. Direction
A Sampling Wells ,300 m • •....~

repesetatve oniorig w Lsatn0md epth.' Witr"lw eocte

FigrosenetAti(ontmay)inrepase eonfiing, pwdressures and cauether lveloc-

ity to increase.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From August 1995

- Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 .Directio
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From October 1995

-Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

A Sampling Wells 300m iurection

CRREallo Felow Syustem Monto5n Wel Data.

/- PP-9

C-6 C-19

Data From November 1995

- Road Wells 20 m dep~th
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vector-s ]

---- Railroad
*Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)

C-7 Sa• LandfilWl CPl C-0

C-8-1-3

peid fSptme 1995 toDcme 96

P- 1

SC-22

S -51),C-5
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From December 1995

-Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

' 10
C-7. Landfill, '- C-1

C C18

S CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data ,

S~Data From January 1996,

-Road Wells 20 m depth
-GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors;

C- -alra

*Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)
*• Shallow Well Cluster 

0
Direction..

A• Sampling Wells 300 in lrco

C-18C"15

:P-61

S• • • •C-22

"& / C-52-",. \

Figure A2 (cont'd).
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"ORREL Flow Syatem Monitoring Well Data
Data From February 1996

- Road Wells 20 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
- - Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
" Shallow Well Cluster 0 5 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

SLandfill,

P-11

S• C-22

\ ~C 3-P.. -
• • --. - C-52 \.

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data "

Data From March 1996

SRoad Wells 20 mn depth

SGPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mn/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 0.51.Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

Figre (ont'd. Man lo adfirecion, sep ag eoiis n ae

P-1-10

P-7/ P- -. 16

C-6 -5,-2• -219

"C-7 •' C- 52 Ladfl, C1

levels in representative 20-rn-deep monitoring wells. Vectors are calcu-
lated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements during the
period of September 1995 to December 1996.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From April 1996

-Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 05 1.0 Drc
A Sampling Wells 300 mDire

SP rasc Grun WatrecFlown etr

C-7 Shl LandfillW Cls Ct

• P-1

S:'-'-"•C-22

• ''• ."J ipC-52-'"--

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From May 1996

SRoad Wells 20 m depth

-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

0 S hallow W ell C luster 0. Direction

A Sampling Wells 300 mi

C-7 C- Landfill, P- C1

1;-11

Figure A2 (cont'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From June 1996

-Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

"* Shallow Well Cluster oE0.5 1.0 Direction -
A Sampling Wells 300 m

• nd -,' 10 C

RaWl0dC-t18

A CSam LFlwSseMoiring Wells Data

levels inrpeettv W0r-eep 2 moniptornh el.Vcosaeclu
late fP rom ec g round waelWasensr data fecorsmaueetsdrnh

p uberiod afrosetemberl 195eoeaemberoit (m996.

488

P- Samlin Wel 0m, DrCtin4• ••

C-2

C -5
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ORREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From August 1996

- Road Wells 20 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

0 Shallow Well Cluster 05 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300m

C-10
CF1

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From September 1996

- Road Wells 20 m depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)

*Shallow Welt Cluster 0.5 1.0 Diretio
ASampling Wells 300 m rato

p~ 8

P-7 P-9 1

t '•-•'•' '•C-C-22'

Figure A2 (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From October 1996

- Road Wells 20 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

-- Railroad
"* Subpeniafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mlday)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 05 10 D
A Sampling Wells 300 m

SC-1

/-1 P" 1

C- -516-2p

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From November 1996

-- Road Wells 20 m depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors ]

--- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mlday)
* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10• apigWls 30m • urco

A SaplGing Wells 300 io13C irLan

S'• / • C52• C \..8

Figure A2 (con t'd). Mean flow directions, seepage velocities, and wa-
ter levels in representative 20-rn-deep monitoring wells. Vectors are
calculated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements dur-
ing the period of September 1995 to December 1996.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From December 1996

- Road Wells 20 m depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 05 10
A Sampling Wells 300 mDiecio

CC1 -10

P-91

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From January 1997
- Road Wells 20 m depth

-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--1
P-7 P-9 -1

--- _Railroad

_ k, /j C-52 ".

m Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mnIday)
* Shallow Well Cluster 6 0.1Dieto
A Sampling Wells 300 m

Figure A2 (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From February 1997

I Road Wells 20 m depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad
E Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 05 10
A Sampling Wells 300. m inrecton

C LandfilRa i-l -o"•C-18

C- P - 513• •
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From April 1997

Road Wells 20 m depth

GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
" Shallow Well Cluster 05 1. Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

Data Frm1a919

-. 9 LandfiRi, lro C-1d

f C-1) ' C_2. 3C-1-2

* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 10 Direction ] •,

A Sampling Wells 300 m
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From June 1997

-Road Wells 20 m depth
-GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (rn/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster ý 0.51 ieto
A Sampling Wells 300 m

Fiur Sall (o n t'd). Mls e anflow0 directionssepgvloiean wtr

C619P-16

-7C9Ii Landfill, P- C1

P-11•i

/ C-22

'• •/ =,"•C52 .,

Figure A2 (cont'd). Mean flow directions, seepage velocities, and water

levels in representative 20-m-deep monitoring wells. Vectors are calcu-
lated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements during the
period of September 1995 to December 1996.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From August 1995

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Drc
A Sampling Wells 300 m Directon
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From October 1995

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

-- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 05 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 3(0) m

/PP-1

CRRE"L Flow System Monitoding Well Data

Data From November 1995

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (in/day)A Sampling Wells , 3008 m
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From December 1995

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 05 10 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

C-7 C-9 Land fill•, P 8 C-
C-18

P-13

C" -51• C -2 1

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From January 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster 05 1.0 D
* Sampling Wells 300m mirection

7 C-9 Landfill C-13p

S8 P- - -5 -1'-

*. Figure A3 (cont'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From February 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

E Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 
1 0

D i.0 ci
A Sampling Wells 300 m Directon

DaeFrmMac 199

CC-1

/- P-1

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors 1

--- Railroad

* Subperrmafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (rn/day)
* Shallow Well Cluster, 0.5 1.0 Diretio
A Sampling Wells "'300 murelo

C-7C-9Landfill, -8 C-1

C-182

Figure A3 (cont'd). Mean flow directions, seepage velocities, and water
levels from representative 30-rn-deep monitoring wells in unfrozen thaw
zones and from subpermafrost wells that exceed 30 m in depth. Vectors
are calculated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements
during September 1995 to January 1997.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From April 1996
- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

0 Shallow Well Cluster 05 1
0 

Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

C-7C- Landfill, P C 1

P-5iP 8

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From May 1996

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

---- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (rn/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 05 0. .
A Sampling Wells 300 m ueco

k .,,•'•C-52-" -C-2__. 1•

Figure A3 (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From June 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1'0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

• C-10

•7• • ! -9P-16

CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From July 1998

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

---- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mn/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster •.5.
0 

Direction

.18

Figure A3 (cont'd). Mean flow directions, seepage velocities, and water
levels from representative 30-rn-deep monitoring wells in unfrozen thaw
zones and from subpermafrost wells that exceed 30 m in depth. Vectors
are calculated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements
during September 1995 to January 1997.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From August 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster . 0..5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m
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Data From September 1996

SRoad Wells 30 m or greater depth

-- GPR Transact Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

_C-1

,.P-118

P-98'P-3

C 15

P P-9 ",I C-14•',

Figure A3 (cont'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From October 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)

* Shallow Well Cluster 0..51.
0
Direction

A Sampling Wells 300 m

,-C-10

CRREL Flow System Monitoning Well Date

Data From November 1996

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
-C- Railroad

* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (mn/day)
*Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Diretio

ASampling Wells . 300ec m •

zone an Landfills e- C-e 3

•C-18

-8 N-2

•_C-22•

evels Flo w reprstemMntiv30 -epmoitoring wells Datarzeta

Ronsand Wrmsberars ells thtecd 30 m orgeae depth. etr

are calculated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements
during September 1995 to January 1997.
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From December 1996

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From February 1997

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

"* Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
"* Shallow Well Cluster 10

:.lODirection
A Sampling Wells 300 m

RRLFlow System Monitoring Well Data
Data From March 1997 - ,-
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From April 1997

-Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

E Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
0 Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 Direction
A Sampling Wells 300 m

CR E Flo S M Landfill, aC-t; C-18

P -5 C2•

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth
-- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors

--- Railroad
* Subpermafrost Welts Seepage Velocity (in/day)
* Shallow Welt Cluster 0.5 .. 0 Direction

ASampling Wells 300 m . , '""-

p ia

F-igure A3 (con t'd).
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CRREL Flow System Monitoring Well Data

Data From June 1997

- Road Wells 30 m or greater depth

- GPR Transect Ground Water Flow Vectors
--- Railroad

0 Subpermafrost Wells Seepage Velocity (m/day)
0 Shallow Well Cluster 0.5 1.0 D...
A Sampling Wells 300 m irecton

C-7 C9nfl, P- C1
C-18 dil, _ C

Figure A3 (cont'd). Mean flow directions, seepage velocities, and water
levels from representative 30-rn-deep monitoring wells in unfrozen thaw
zones and from subpermafrost wells that exceed 30 m in depth. Vectors
are calculated from ground water flow sensor data for measurements
during September 1995 to January 1997.
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